“The Team Carts
work out perfectly as
mobile storage units.
For Phy Ed, we use one
Team Cart to hold the ropes,
helmets and other equipment
for our climbing wall. Everything is conveniently stored
inside the mobile cart, which
is lockable so we can keep it
secure.”
– Dave Harms,
Athletic Director,
Northridge High School,
Middlebury, Indiana

Northridge High School, Middlebury, Indiana
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STORAGE A ND TEA M RO O M S O LU TIO N S
®

GearBoss High-Density Storage System

SportCart™

GearBoss II High-Density Storage System

Pages 78-79

Page 79

Pages 80-81

Team Carts™ and X-Carts™ provide flexible,
modular storage. Team Carts are portable
for easy transport to issue site, court or
off-site competition.

Provides the flexibility of the
X-Cart and Team Carts in a
mobile version that can fit into
and through smaller spaces.

Organize your athletic equipment with the new
economical version of GearBoss High-Density
Storage. GearBoss II offers a measure of similar
storage features at a reduced price.

GearBoss® Shelving

Customizable Wood Lockers

AirPro Lockers

Pages 82-83

Page 84

Page 85

Field Podium
Page 72

A durable and flexible shelving
system for music, theatre and
athletic programs. Shown with
SportCart™.

GearBoss wood lockers are incredibly
durable, highly aesthetic, and a big
step towards improved sanitation.

A new grille design offers
superior ventilation, security,
sanitation and aesthetics.

Take a commanding view of the
action. The mobile Field Podium
puts your coaches in position to
be seen and heard.

TM

Mobile Kiosk

Hydrate® Cart™

TranSport™ Cart

Page 86

Page 87

Page 87

Self-contained mobile merchandising
kiosks allow you to be where your fans
are. Pulls easily through doors and
hallways. Sets up in minutes.

The easy, safe way to keep athletes
hydrated and at peak performance.
Pulls easily through doors and hallways
or hooks up to a utility vehicle.

Finally, a rugged equipment cart
that can carry the big stuff out to
the field. Plus it reconfigures to
create a sturdy table.

For more GearBoss information call your Wenger representative and ask for a copy of our GearBoss catalog and planning tools!
800.4WENGER (800.493.6437) • www.wengercorp.com
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HIGH-DENSITY
STORAGE

Team Carts

X-Carts

GearBoss®
High-Density Storage
GearBoss high-density storage carts create more room in less
space – improving space efficiency by as much as 50% – by
using an innovative system of tracks and rolling carts. X-Carts
are designed to move laterally on the track and stay in your
equipment room. Team Carts are portable and engineered with
retractable track guides so you can move the equipment around
the room or off campus. No more wasted time running back and
forth to the storage room. Every cart can be reconfigured for
maximum storage. Bottom line — whether you choose the X-Cart
or the portable Team Cart, you’ll get a flexible sports storage
system engineered to meet every challenge.
USAGE
Easy to use, easy to access, efficient storage system can handle all of your
uniforms and gear.
PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
• Convert traditional storage area into organized, secure high-density space

Lower Lake High School, Lower Lake, California

RESOURCES
Companion Products:

Literature available:

Shelving

(call or download from the web)

pages
82-83

O R D E R I N G I N F O R M AT I O N
Please call your Wenger representative for consultation.

Catalog,
Product
and Tech
Sheets;
Planning guide

Web link:

CONSTRUCTION
• Available in two widths 32" (81 cm) and 48" (122 cm)
• Roller guides follow the track keeping the units aligned and are made of
glass-filled nylon
• Intended for indoor use in normal ambient temperature and humidity
conditions — must not be exposed to prolonged outside weather conditions
• Welded chassis made from 16-gauge, 14-gauge and 12-gauge components
• Upright support tubes constructed from large 2" (5 cm) diameter,
16-gauge steel tubing
• Resistant-welded heavy-duty steel wire grille end frames
• Durable powder coat paint finishes
• Variety of colors available for wire grille ends
• Heavy-duty 6" (15 cm) wheels provide easy movement
• Roof panel constructed from solid 5/8" (1.5 cm) thermofused wood
composite and with aluminum extrusions is rated for a 150 lb (67.5 kg) load
• 32" (81 cm) wide x 78" (198 cm) long x 79" (201 cm) high
• 48" (122 cm) wide x 78" (198 cm) long x 79" (201 cm) high

www.wengercorp.com/storage

“With the GearBoss system, our equipment room is now a source
of pride for our coaches and staff, rather than a dumping ground.”
— Byron Olson, CAA, Activities Director

Lakeville North High School, Lakeville, Minnesota
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“Organizationally speaking, I don’t think you can ask for a better system than GearBoss. It allows us to centralize everything together in one
place. I believe the GearBoss system will save our high school money in the long run because of better organization, security and mobility.”
– Marty Udy, Athletic Director, Lower Lake High School, Lower Lake, California

GearBoss® X-Carts™

[CARTS THAT CREATE AN EQUIPMENT LIBRARY ON A TRACK]

Transforming your equipment room into an
organized, clean, professional storage space
is easy with GearBoss. Our rugged X-Carts
create an efficent, smart system of storage
that will save space, protect your equipment,
and save you loads of time spent organizing.
X-Carts roll laterally along a fixed aluminum
track creating aisles between carts when
you need to get at your equipment and
closing back together when you don’t.
Carts can be configured with a full range of
panels, doors and grilles in your team colors.
You can also add accessories like doors,
helmet hangers, shoulder pad stackers,
hanger rods, shelves, dividers and more.

GearBoss® Team Carts™
Now it’s easy to get your equipment out of
storage and to the gym, practice area, parking lot or sidelines – without breaking a
sweat. GearBoss Team Carts retain all the
convenient storage benefits of X-Carts but
are engineered to leave the track. Imagine
all your gear organized on one or two highdensity storage carts, traveling wherever it
needs to go – and back again. Or park and
lock your equipment in a temporary space,
instantly creating safe, secure storage anywhere.

GearBoss® SportCart™

Tracks allow you to move your X-Carts laterally to
create an aisle between carts, saving valuable space.

Extra-Duty Handles
can move a cart down
the track or down the
hall.

Attic Addition
Engineered to maximize
vertical storage potential. Two heights – 26”
(66 cm) and 38” (97 cm)
to stretch the limits of
your ceiling.

[WITH SWIVEL CASTERS THAT CAN LEAVE THE TRACK]

Retractable Guides and
Swivel Casters on the
Team Cart allow you to
leave the track and easily
transport equipment.

Handles and Casters let
you move large amounts of
equipment down the hall,
through doorways, outside,
on the trailer...

High-grade aluminum
knuckles hold wire
grilles in place and
allow for locking carts
together at fronts for
cart content security.

Tracks keep the carts in
line allowing them to
move laterally for easy
access to stored equipment

[SMALLER AND MOBILE, BUT STILL TOUGH AND VERSATILE]

Compact GearBoss SportCarts can be used
as part of a larger GearBoss installation or
as a mobile, stand-alone solution. They are
designed for use in small spaces and for
sports that require less storage. Four heavyduty, 5" swivel casters make mobility a snap.
The nimble SportCart will navigate narrow
hallways, shorter door openings and most
elevators. It’s the small-space storage
solution.

Mobile storage on a
smaller scale - as a trainer
cart, it’s perfect for storing
tools, medical equipment or
other small items.

Get innovative and use
it for storing things besides equipment like the
snacks you sell at your
concession stand.

Accessories like helmet
and shoulder pad stackers not only help you
organize better but they
let your equipment
breathe better.

800.4WENGER (800.493.6437) • www.wengercorp.com
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GEARBOSS II HIGHDENSITY STORAGE
®

GearBoss® II High-Density
Storage System
The newest high-density storage system from Wenger joins
our successful Team and X-Carts in creating athletic equipment storage rooms that make better use of available
space. With this new system you get the same space-saving
organization as our existing carts in a simplified system with a
budget-friendly price. You will gain more control over the
time and money lost to poor organization, lax security and
misplaced inventory. This storage system is simply a better
way to care for your equipment investments.

USAGE
Easy-to-use, easy-to-access, high-density storage system that rolls
laterally on tracks to make the most efficient use of your storage space

RESOURCES
Companion Products:

Literature available:

Shelving

(call or download from the web)

pages
82-83
Catalog,
Product
and Tech
Sheets;
Planning guide

Web link:

www.wengercorp.com/storage

PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
• Convert traditional storage area into organized, high-density space
• Fixed track system creates a movable aisle to maximize otherwise wasted
space and allow interior access to the carts and surrounding area
• Intended for indoor use in normal ambient temperature and humidity
conditions — must not be exposed to prolonged outside weather
conditions
• Open grille design improves airflow and facilitates visibility
CONSTRUCTION
• Dimensions: 32"w x 79"h x 72"d (81 cm x 2 m x 1.8 m)
• Welded chassis made from 16-gauge, 14-gauge and 12-gauge
components
• Upright support tubes constructed from large 2" (5 cm) diameter,
16-gauge steel tubing
• Resistant-welded heavy-duty steel wire grille end frames
• Heavy-duty cast iron 6" (15 cm) wheels provide easy movement and
keep the units aligned
• Durable powder coat paint finish
• Adjustable shelf included
• Options include garment bars, shelving and grille side closures
• 10-year warranty

O R D E R I N G I N F O R M AT I O N
Please call your Wenger representative for consultation.
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THE NEWEST HIGH-DENSITY STORAGE SYSTEM FROM WENGER

Helmets and pads
don’t need to be
thrown in a bin or
on makeshift racks.
GearBoss has
accessories that
keep your equipment orderly and
lets it breathe.

Hanger bars can be
added with ease –
now your jerseys
can be orderly, fresh
and wrinkle-free.
Depending on
spacing, one cart
can accommodate
between 290 and
360 hung jerseys.
Load up the tops of
the rack as well.

Carts butt up
against each other
without pinching
fingers, then roll
back apart with
ease.

STANDARD COMPONENTS
Cart includes integrated garment bar, one adjustable-height
shelf and one 6' (1.8 m) floor track.

Moving the storage system is
easy – even when fully loaded –
thanks to the smooth cast iron
wheels and track.

OPTIONS/ACCESSORIES
• Additional shelves, garment bars, grille side closure panel,
floor tracks, stop, lock

CART PLACEMENT EXAMPLE:
Fill one end of a storage room wall-to-wall

Grille Side Closure Panel
For added security in unlocked
storage rooms.

Floor Lock
A locking pin can keep GearBoss II carts from rolling –
preventing access.

Track Stop
Keep carts from rolling off the
end of your tracks.

800.4WENGER (800.493.6437) • www.wengercorp.com
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GearBoss® Shelving

G E A R B O S S S H E LV I N G

This is the affordable, flexible, durable solution for shelving
storage and workspace needs. It works great for athletic,
music and marching band storage; and theatre garment and
prop storage. The cantilever design optimizes overhead space
and keeps the floor free from supports for extra room. The
system is so versatile it can be configured to your specific
needs to make sure you get the maximum storage space.
USAGE
Easy way to create durable
storage for music, theatre
and athletic programs
PERFORMANCE
REQUIREMENTS
• Cantilever design keeps
the floor open for carts and
flexible use
• Holes at 1" (2.5 cm) increments
provide easy adjustability
• Each bay is load-rated at 1,000 lbs
(450 kg) (if installation instructions are strictly followed)
• Spans doors and windows, if necessary
• Easy to install and relocate
• Shelves are adjustable by hand – no tools required
• Uprights and mounting brackets are zinc-plated to avoid rust
CONSTRUCTION
• Available in bays 4'w x 8'h (122 cm x 244 cm)
• Shelf supports are 14-gauge 7/8" (2.2 cm) square tube-steel with silver
powder coat paint finish
• Aluminum shelf fronts feature a 3/8" (1 cm) lip to retain a hardboard
insert or work surface option
• 10-year warranty
OPTIONS
• 171/2" (44.5 cm) and 301/2" (77.5 cm) depth shelves
• garment bar
• lock box
• work surface
• drawer

O R D E R I N G I N F O R M AT I O N
Please call your Wenger representative for consultation.
Prosper High School, Prosper, Texas

RESOURCES
Companion Products:

Literature available:

Rack ‘n Roll Garment Rack

(call or download from the web)

page 118
Catalog,
Product
and Tech
Sheets;
Planning guide

Web link:

www.wengercorp.com/storage
Old Dominion University equipment room featuring GearBoss storage carts and
shelves with work tops and security boxes.
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“Most of all, I love the ability to have a whole wall of shelving units
and still be able to roll in my percussion equipment under the
shelving units. As the program gets bigger, the amount of equipment
that we will need to be storing will also change, and the GearBoss shelves
can be adjusted, moved and rearranged to accommodate our needs as
they change. With some of the percussion equipment being fairly heavy, I
do not have to worry about the shelves becoming loose, or starting to tilt
down due to a heavy item on the shelf.”
– Jason Smith, Director of Bands,
Skyline High School, Ann Arbor, Michigan

Athletic application:
GearBoss shelving
shown with SportCartTM
Before and after
Skyline High School,
Ann Arbor, Michigan

“The GearBoss solutions have worked out great – choosing
GearBoss was a fantastic decision. Our football equipment room
is neat and organized. We also store equipment for other sports in
GearBoss carts and GearBoss shelving – across eight rooms. When you
look at the GearBoss system, you know right away it’s first-class.”
Theatre application:
GearBoss shelving
shown with Rack-n-Roll®

Versatile and
customizable Shelves
are adjustable in 1"
(2.5 cm) increments
without tools.

Music application:
GearBoss shelving
shown with SportCartTM

Compact storage
Two 4' (122 cm) bays and twelve
30.5" (77 cm) shelves can store 90120 helmets.

– Kent Scott, Athletic Coordinator & Head Football Coach,
Prosper High School, Prosper, Texas

Create desktops and work centers
Optional worktops are 5/8" (1.6 cm) laminated hardboard. They’re
perfect for workbenches or creating a desk. Height adjustable. Add a
metal pull-out drawer for tools and more. Available with 30.5" (77 cm)
deep shelves only.

Shoulder the load
24 individually hung shoulder pads on six 30.5"
(77.5 cm) shelves per bay offers maximum drying and shape retention.

800.4WENGER (800.493.6437) • www.wengercorp.com
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Customizable Wood Lockers

TEAM ROOM LOCKERS
AIRPRO LOCKERS
TM

It’s the new locker system that comes with built-in motivation.
This spectacular new GearBoss design is everything you need
to make a statement to every player and every recruit.
Coaches will love how these lockers make it easy to apply
your school colors and logo. Equipment managers will love
how the open design promotes continuous airflow and easy
cleaning to keep the entire team room in tip-top shape.
Wenger will work closely with you to make sure your new
GearBoss team room lockers fulfill your vision.

USAGE
The ultimate team-building environment, combining unparalleled construction and high-end custom aesthetics with a new level of cleanliness.
PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
• Engineered with high-performance features that outperform and outlast
wood veneers and cabinet-type construction
• Modularity means you can make unlikely replacements without breaking
glues, dowels, or adjacent components
• Integrated bench seating eliminates the need for floor-mounted benches
or folding chairs, saving valuable floor space
• Open design promotes airflow to encourage drying and reduce mildew
and odor buildup and can be enhanced with optional fans

Old Dominion University, Norfolk, Virginia

RESOURCES
Companion Products:

Literature available:

OnBoard Cargo Carts

(call or download from the web)

page 71
Catalog,
Product
and Tech
Sheets;
Planning guide

Web link:

www.wengercorp.com/storage

CONSTRUCTION
• Highly durable 3/4" (1.64 cm) thermofused composite wood core built to
survive repeated rugged use in hardcore environments
• Closed-cell structure poly-laminate surfaces are easier to clean and more
durable than wood veneer
• Antimicrobial powder coat paint and finishes use nano-silver technology
that lasts the life of the product and creates a hostile, lethal surface for
bacteria, viruses, mold, and mildew
• 5/8" laminated wood shelf and hinged seat
• Heavy-duty PVC edge banding maintains the integrity of the laminate
surface and prevents chipping and separation
• Long-lasting bolt-through construction on connections, hooks, and doors
• Widths available in 2" (5 cm) increments from 18" (46cm) to 36" (91cm)
• Three available side shape configurations: contour, cutback, and straight
• Top cubby storage
• Through bolting to connect side-by-side units allows easy removal of a
single locker
• Steel base mounting fixture provides natural ventilation and height adjustment to compensate for uneven floors
OPTIONS
• Optional accessories include lockable cubby; additional storage cubbies;
football helmet and shoulder pad topper; fans for topper; full electronics,
including lighted name plate and duplex outlet; programmable digital lock;
footlocker drying racks; backlit footlocker fans; hooks and garment bar
configurations; more than one thousand ultimate configurations and the
ability to match the entire system to your school’s colors and branding.

O R D E R I N G I N F O R M AT I O N
Please call your Wenger representative for consultation.
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AirPro Lockers
TM

New GearBoss AirPro lockers give your team rooms the ultimate
in ventilation, sanitation and space usage. They create team rooms
that stand apart with a durable grid design and multiple color
options. They mount off the floor for thorough cleaning and a sanitary
team room. Integrated seats remove the need for space-consuming
benches. AirPro lockers offer a level of functionality and aesthetics
that simply can’t be matched by press-metal lockers.

®

Wenger is certified by GREENGUARD
for our GearBoss storage carts and AirPro™
metal lockers. GREENGUARD is a productcertification program for low-emitting interior
building materials, furnishings, and finish
systems used in educational, office and other
sensitive environments. www.greenguard.org

“The AirPro lockers are working out great – they look good and are
very functional. Our new locker room is becoming like a clubhouse
for our kids; they hate to leave it sometimes. Because the lockers are
mounted off the floor, we can sanitize underneath them very easily.”
– Phil Datka, Football Coach, Germantown High School,
Germantown, Wisconsin

Grille Door

No Door

No Door
with back

Wood Door

USAGE
GearBoss AirPro lockers offer a fresh new alternative to traditional stuffy metal
hallway and Phy Ed lockers, featuring an open design and a custom appearance.
PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
• Highly durable and easily adaptable to reflect your school’s athletic traditions
• Open grid design promotes continuous airflow to encourage faster drying and
keep contents free of mildew and odor buildup
• Open design permits easy visual inspection of contents
• Adjustable height shelf with three garment hangers
• Each locker includes an integrated bench seat, eliminating the need for floormounted benches or folding chairs saving valuable floor space
• Hinged seating opens to a sizeable storage compartment beneath each locker
CONSTRUCTION
• Resistant-welded heavy-duty 1/4" (.64 cm) steel wire grille sides, top, and under
• Upright support tubes constructed from heavy-duty 1" (2.5 cm) diameter
16-gauge steel tubing
• Four available widths: 15" (38 cm), 18" (46 cm), 24" (61cm), 30" (76 cm)
• Mounts securely on wall 6"-8" (15cm-20cm) above the floor to further enhance
ventilation and allow easy sweeping, mopping, and sanitation under each locker
• Also available in island configurations that securely mount to the floor on
heavy-duty legs
• 5/8" laminated wood shelf and hinged seat
• Antimicrobial powder coated paint
• Three available configurations: open without door, lockable resistant-welded
heavy-duty 1/4" (.64cm) steel wire grille door matched to your school color,
lockable solid 5/8" (1.5cm) laminated wood door with PVC edge banding
• 10-year warranty
• ADA-compliant
OPTIONS
• No door, Grille door, laminated • Laminate back panel
• 15" (38 cm), 18" (46 cm), 24" (61 cm)
wood door or door ready
or 30" (76 cm)
• Wall or island mount
• Wide range of color options for wire mesh and
• Security box in foot locker
laminate to coordinate with school colors
• Helmet/shoulder pad topper

O R D E R I N G I N F O R M AT I O N

Paul VI High School, Haddonfield, New Jersey

Germantown High School, Germantown, Wisconsin

After

Before

Innovative security
Hasp lock hardware is standard to secure the foot locker
with the no-door open face
configuration.

A clean design
AirPro lockers are open
underneath for easy cleaning.
It eliminates nooks and
crannies that collect dust,
litter and germs.

Under-seat storage
A hinged seat opens to
reveal additional storage.
An optional strong box keeps
smaller valuables like wallets,
watches and cell phones safe
and secure.

Please call your Wenger representative for consultation.

800.4WENGER (800.493.6437) • www.wengercorp.com
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GearBoss Mobile Kiosk

MOBILE KIOSK
H Y D R AT E C A RT
TRANSPORT CART
®

™

The self-contained Mobile Kiosk helps you move beyond candy
sales and car washes to stronger revenue generation. All of
your logo gear is neatly secured inside the enclosed unit every
time you move. The kiosk sets up in minutes. Eight removable
bins allow different athletic programs, boosters or school clubs
to keep inventory in their own bin. Great around stadiums,
gyms, concerts and community events. The perfect solution for
daily sales in high-traffic areas. One current customer doubled
logo merchandise sales at football
games while another outsold
their annual spirit
store revenue in
three months!

USAGE
Self-contained mobile
merchandising kiosk
allows you to follow your fans
PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
• Pneumatic wheels for easy rolling over many different terrains
• Pulls easily through doors and hallways with a handle that doubles as a hand
brake for safe mobility
• Slat wall is reinforced with aluminum
channels to accept heavier loads

Northridge High School, Northridge, Indiana

RESOURCES
Companion Products:

Literature available:

OnBoard Cargo Carts

(call or download from the web)

page 71

OPTIONS
• Electronics kit: ceiling track lights (2ft. track with 2 lights), 7-outlet plug strip
• Additional storage bins

O R D E R I N G I N F O R M AT I O N
Brochure,
Product
Sheets, and
Tech Sheets

Web link:

CONSTRUCTION
• Heavy-duty chassis construction made
from 16-gauge components
• Aluminum canopy
• 42" (107 cm) counter height
• Retractable legs for additional stability
outdoors
• Sliding lock bar secures contents with a single-owner padlock
• Front fold-down doors and side fold-out doors
• Closed dimensions – 72"w x 31"d x 77"h (183 cm x 79 cm x 196 cm)
• Open dimensions - 1191/2"w x 58"d x 90"h (304 cm x 147 cm x 229 cm)
• 8 bins per cart: 143/16"w x 273/4"d x 111/8"h (36 cm x 70.5 cm x 28 cm)
• Display Panel Measurements: Side Doors - 263/8"w x 61"h (67 cm x 155 cm);
Back Wall - 625/8"w x 313/4"h (159 cm x 81 cm)
• Slat Wall Starter Kit includes 1 wire basket, 2 clothing waterfalls, 18 hooks
• Weight (empty) 550 lbs (249.5 kg)
• 5-year warranty

www.wengercorp.com/storage

240A007 Mobile Kiosk, 550 lbs (249.5 kg)...................................................$4,792
240A676 Electronics Kit, 5 lbs (2.3 kg) ............................................................$142
240A670 Additional 4-Pack Kiosk Bins, 13 lbs (5.9 kg)....................................$92

“Booster sales have skyrocketed with the Mobile Kiosk! We take it everywhere
– both inside and outside school – from football games to PTA meetings.
It makes storage and transportation light-years better. The Kiosk displays
everything nicely; it looks like something you’d see in a shopping mall.”
– William C. Baxter, Athletic Director, El Camino High School, Sacramento, California

800.4WENGER (800.493.6437) • www.wengercorp.com
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GearBoss Hydrate Cart

GearBoss TranSport™ Cart

Our GearBoss Hydrate Cart is the easy way to keep athletes or
band members hydrated when performing outside. Extremely
rugged, it pulls easily onto a field or hooks up to a tractor with
the heavy-duty pin-hitch. The 50-gallon tank features eight
drinking stations that maintain strong pressure. It’s easy to fill,
easy to run, and easy to use. Use it to reduce program liabilities
and eliminate unsanitary bottles and coolers. No other mobile
hydration system can match the performance, durability, or
overall value of the GearBoss Hydrate Cart.

From the facility out to the field or into a truck, it has never
been easier to move performance equipment wherever you go.
When you get there, it transforms in seconds to a rock-solid
table to serve all kinds of needs at your events.
Like all Wenger products, the TranSport cart
is built to last.

®

Environmentally
responsible
Reduces waste
USAGE
Keep students hydrated when out on the field or on the parade route

PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
• Heavy-duty aluminum frame is virtually indestructible
• Bottom-draining valve assures no fluid is left in the tank after draining
• Wide nozzle creates flow similar to a water fountain
• Frame is guaranteed for 5 years
• 50-gallon, FDA-approved tank
• Eight drinking stations
“I’ve looked at other
• Four stations per pump keeps pressure strong
water carts on the
• Easy to fill with a hose
market and I think the
• Two FDA-approved SHURflo® pumps powered
GearBoss Hydrate Cart
by a large 12 volt 33 amp sealed fiber-mat battery
tops them all. It’s durable,
handles well and is easy
provide extended use
to move on grass, turf and
• Can last up to a week on one battery recharge
gravel.”
CONSTRUCTION
— Frank A. Mas• 32" (81 cm) wide x 62" (158 cm) long
trangelo, LAT, ATC,
• Quick-release FDA-approved hoses and
EMT, Certified
fixtures
Athletic Trainer, The
• Large, sealed-bearing turf tires
Dexter
and Southfield
• Bottom-draining valve
Schools, Brookline,
• Full weight is 650 lbs (293 kg) – empty weight
Mass.
is 205 lbs (92 kg)

O R D E R I N G I N F O R M AT I O N
241A002 Hydrate Cart, 205 lbs (92 kg) ...................................................$2,227

USAGE
• Transport gear within a facility and outdoors
• Converts to a table for use as a work
surface, sideline table trainer’s table w/
1,000 lbs load capacity
PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
• Pneumatic wheels for easy rolling
over many different terrains
• Comfort-grip pull handle
transitions to pin-hitch for
slow-moving motorized vehicle
• Front wheels turn on central,
permanently lubricated bearings and king-pin
CONSTRUCTION
• Heavy-duty chassis construction made from
16-gauge components
• Powder coat paint and finish for
long-wearing durability
• Aluminum deck finished in UV- and
chemical-resistant powder coat
• End braces fold flat to deck for storage and
rotate under deck to function as table legs
• 151/2"(39 cm) storage height; 32"
(81 cm) table height
• 30"w x 66"l (76 cm x 168 cm) deck. 711/2"
(182 cm) total length
• Dynamic max. load rating 1,000 lbs (454 kg)
• Weight (empty) 150 lbs (68 kg)
• 5-year warranty

“We use two
TranSport carts in
the fall at the football
field, for us and the visiting
team. We’ll haul equipment with the carts and
then set them up as training tables. The carts are
also used indoors for hauling stuff around from one
place to another, like for
concessions.”
– Dave Harms, Athletic
Director, Northridge
High School,
Middlebury, Indiana

OPTIONS
• Heavy-duty mesh cart wrap encloses
loaded cart and quickly snaps on and off

O R D E R I N G I N F O R M AT I O N
240A003 TranSport Cart, 150 lbs (67.5 kg) .......................................$1,639
240A346 TranSport Cart Wrap, 5 lbs (2.3 kg) ......................................$115

Handle allows the Hydrate
Cart to be pulled through
doorways or even hooked
up to a utility vehicle.

Fill with a hose through the large opening
on top of the Hydrate Cart. A valve at the
bottom of the 50-gallon tank lets you
empty it just as fast.

(above) The TranSport Cart folds flat to 151/2" (40 cm)
profile when not in use. Designed to fit into a bus
undercarriage.
(left) The tow bar and the optional heavy-duty mesh
wrap make pulling behind a utility vehicle easy.
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